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4D-Printable Photocrosslinkable Polyurethane-Based Inks
for Tissue Scaffold and Actuator Applications

Hossein Goodarzi Hosseinabadi, Arpan Biswas, Anant Bhusal, Ali Yousefinejad,
Aastha Lall, Wolfram-Hubertus Zimmermann, Amir K. Miri, and Leonid Ionov*

4D printing recently emerges as an exciting evolution of conventional 3D
printing, where a printed construct can quickly transform in response to a
specific stimulus to switch between a temporary variable state and an original
state. In this work, a photocrosslinkable polyethylene–glycol polyurethane ink
is synthesized for light-assisted 4D printing of smart materials. The molecular
weight distribution of the ink monomers is tunable by adjusting the
copolymerization reaction time. Digital light processing (DLP) technique is
used to program a differential swelling response in the printed constructs after
humidity variation. Bioactive microparticles are embedded into the ink and the
improvement of biocompatibility of the printed constructs is demonstrated for
tissue engineering applications. Cell studies reveal above 90% viability in 1
week and ≈50% biodegradability after 4 weeks. Self-folding capillary scaffolds,
dynamic grippers, and film actuators are made and activated in a humid
environment. The approach offers a versatile platform for the fabrication of
complex constructs. The ink can be used in tissue engineering and actuator
applications, making the ink a promising avenue for future research.
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1. Introduction

Due to its high resolution and high pro-
cessing rate, digital lighDLP[1,2] has become
an attractive industrial additive manufactur-
ing technique. For example, it is adopted
for massive production of automotive parts
by Desktop Metal and is exploited for large
scale fabrication of medical devices, soft ac-
tuators, and shoe soles by global corpora-
tions such as Medtronic, Boston Scientific,
and Adidas, respectively.[3–6] The emerg-
ing applications of DLP printing include
fabrication of biomedical implants,[7] den-
tal surgical guides,[8] tissue models,[9–11] as
well as wax models in jewelry,[12] sculp-
tures in aesthetics,[13] and metamateri-
als in soft robotics.[14–16] The DLP tech-
nique is based on local photocrosslinking
of a liquid ink, which mainly consists of
monomers/oligomers/macromonomers, a
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crosslinker, and a photoinitiator.[9,17] Other components can be
added to the ink to modulate its interaction with the light; and
thus, affect the resolution of the DLP print. For instance, adding
photoabsorbers can adjust light scattering and light absorption
kinetics.[2,18] The properties and applications of structures gener-
ated by DLP largely depend on the properties of the ink compo-
nents. Therefore, ink development is one of the main directions
in the emerging field of DLP printing.

A highly promising direction in printing is the creation of
structures that can evolve and change their properties or shape
over time. By considering time as a fourth dimension (4D print-
ing), it becomes possible for the printed structure to change
shape when stimulated with moisture,[19] light,[20–22] heat,[14,23]

electromagnetic field,[17] and pH.[24,25] 4D printing has strong ad-
vantages compared to traditional printing. For example, the con-
ventional DLP-based 3D printing of hollow tubular scaffolds with
cells suffers from aggregation and non-uniform attachment of
the cells after seeding the cells into the printed tubes,[23] or lack
of resolution due to light scattering from the cells membrane.[2,26]

In 4D printing, after cell attachment to planar scaffolds, the
shape transformation permits the formation of tubular or scroll-
like structures with evenly distributed cells on the inner wall of
the tubular scaffold.[27–29] A known strategy to build self-folding
tubular scaffolds is creating a non-uniformly crosslinked net-
work. By DLP, it is possible to exert control over the light field;
and thus, over the photopolymerization reaction, to create non-
uniform networks. As the light passes through thickness, some
portions of the ink can be fully crosslinked while other por-
tions can be partially crosslinked. The partially crosslinked por-
tion exhibits a higher volume expansion upon swelling which
is theoretically,[30] and experimentally,[31] used for fabrication of
shape-shifting structures. Recent advances reveal that just by
changing the light intensity during DLP printing, it is possi-
ble to control the conversion of monomers to form structures
ranging from a highly stretchable soft gel to a stiff thermoset
polymer.[32]

The biotechnological/tissue engineering applications of
the inks used for 4D DLP printing require their proper bio-
compatibility, which depends on their components. Natural
biopolymers, being highly biocompatible, such as gelatin
methacrylate (GelMA),[33,34] chitosan methacrylate,[35] car-
boxymethyl cellulose methacrylate,[36] hyaluronic acid methacry-
late (HAMA),[25,37,38] and the silk fibroin produced by a methacry-
lation process,[39] are commonly used as DLP printing inks.
These hydrophilic monomers are naturally derived from bio-
compatible sources, namely gelatin, chitosan, cellulose, and silk.
Their macromonomers usually have large molecular weights
(Mw ≈ 200 000 Da[2,39]), which contribute to a very high viscosity
(𝜂 ≈ M3.4

w
[40]). Therefore, they need to be heavily diluted (≈98%

w/v[39]) to reduce the ink viscosity for DLP printing. A drawback
of using natural resource-derived monomers is the difficulty
in precisely adjusting their molecular weights during purifica-
tion of the starting material, which may lead to batch-to-batch
variability in the final product. Due to their varying molecular
weight, they have imprecise biodegradation predictability, which
may result in long-term accumulation of the material in vivo and
potentially cause unwanted reactions with the host tissue and
immune response.[41–43] Developing new synthetic copolymers

allows to improve printing constructs with higher reproducibility
and tunability of the biodegradation rate.

Unlike natural-based inks, fully synthetic inks offer the
advantage of precise control over the molecular weight of
their monomers during the synthesis process. Some synthetic
monomers such as bisphenol-A-ethoxylate diacrylate[14] and
diurethane dimethacrylate[44] are intrinsically hydrophobic,[29]

which makes them improper for transferring nutrients and in-
gredients in tissue scaffolds and biological environments.[2] Cur-
rent water-soluble synthetic monomers, such as polyethylene
glycol methacrylate (PEGMA) and polyethylene glycol diacrylate
(PEGDA) of low molecular weights (400 < Mw < 600 Da) result
in low viscosities, solvent-free DLP printing, and high resolu-
tion constructs.[2] Their printed constructs suffer; however, from
brittleness due to high crosslinking density and reaching to the
saturation limit in photocrosslinking rapidly, making it hard to
achieve a gradient crosslinking as a mechanism for hydrogel 4D
printing.[25] Therefore, these individual synthetic inks have rarely
found applications in 4D DLP printing.[2] Instead, multi-material
printing methods are developed to enable time-dependent shape
transformations.[45–49]

A strategy to create new 4D printable inks is mixing dif-
ferent monomers. For instance, mixing PEGDA with tricy-
clodecanedimethanol diacrylate,[50] or mixing polypentadecalac-
tone diacrylate with polycaprolactone diacrylate,[51] diversifies the
molecular mobility. It brings shape memory properties along
with high resolution printability for DLP printing of actuators.
However, mixing diverse synthetic monomers can compromise
the water solubility/biocompatibility of the ink. Overall, synthesis
of a new hydrophilic monomer with tunable bimodal molecular
weight distribution can expand the range of applications for 4D
DLP printing of functional smart materials.

Here, we introduce a new DLP printable ink for creating both
tissue scaffolds and actuators. We introduce a method to synthe-
size a hydrophilic copolymer with customizable bimodal molecu-
lar weight distribution. With our synthetic monomer, we unlock
the ability to fine-tune the molecular weight without compromis-
ing water solubility, printability, and resolution. This can help to
adjust the molecular weight to reveal both controlled biodegrada-
tion rate and high-resolution printability. Further, our ink demon-
strates exceptional biocompatibility, making it ideal for biomed-
ical applications. The versatility of the ink is shown by creat-
ing self-folding scaffolds, grippers, and actuators, to highlight its
broad range of applications. We embed bioactive glass particles
into the ink to enhance the biocompatibility of the printed smart
material.

2. Results and Discussion

The concept of 4D shape transformation of a DLP printed film
is illustrated in Figure 1a. We use a water-based solution of a
photocrosslinkable monomer as the ink, which is selectively il-
luminated with blue light (405 nm) in a layer-by-layer manner,
following the standard procedure of DLP 3D printing. By ad-
justing the exposure time and light intensity during DLP print-
ing, we aim to create a vertical gradient of crosslinking density
within the crosslinked gel. After the DLP printing process, the
crosslinked gel is dried (Figure 1a-ii) and then immersed in water,
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Figure 1. Scheme of 4D DLP printing: a) introducing the concept of 4D shape transformation by: a-i) programmable DLP printing of the ink, a-ii) washing
and drying of the film with vertical gradient crosslinking, and a-iii) immersing the film into water to initiate self-folding behavior; when the hydrogel film is
exposed to water, the upper layer having fewer crosslinking sites absorbs more volume of water molecules compared to the lower layer; and consequently,
the construct starts to self-fold in the new environment. b) Analogy to reversible self-folding behavior in Mimosa pudica plant in nature: b-i) initial state,
b-ii) shape transformation upon exposure to the stimulus, and b-iii) shape recovery after elimination of the stimulus (inset: 1 cm).

resulting in inhomogeneous swelling (Figure 1a-iii). This inho-
mogeneous swelling induces bending of the printed and dried
object, enabling the creation of various 3D shapes. Upon drying,
the gel reverts to its initial 2D/flat structure. The idea of our ap-
proach is inspired by shape transformation observed in plants.
Motion in plants is a highly nontrivial process which is often
based on anisotropic swelling driven by variation of water con-
tent within the leaf tissue.[52] Figure 1b shows an analogy to an
apparently similar behavior in the leaves of the Mimosa–pudica
plant. Upon exposure to an external stimulus such as finger prox-
imity, water is removed from the leaf base. The mechanism forms
a gradient distribution of water, leading to leaf folding in re-
sponse, making them flaccid (Figure 1b-ii). Once the stimulus
is removed, the leaf gradually restores its initial water distribu-
tion, eliminating the gradient and returning the fresh leaves to
their original shape (Figure 1b-iii).

In order to enable shape transformation of the printed struc-
ture through swelling, we developed a special ink (Figure 2a),
which is based on a water-swellable photocrosslinkable copoly-
mer. PEG-aliphatic polyurethane (PEG-PU) copolymers were
synthesized using a two-step polymerization technique. The first
step involved the growth of polymer chains through a reac-
tion between polyethylene glycol diol and hexamethylene diiso-
cyanate. In the second step, acrylate groups were introduced at
both ends of the polymer chain, resulting in polyethylene glycol–
polyurethane diacrylate copolymer (PEG-PU-DA). The polymer-
ization time should allow for control over the molecular weight
of PEG-PU-DA chains, which could be utilized to tune the mesh

size of the polymer network obtained through photocrosslinking
in the 3D printing process.

The composition of the synthesized PEG-PU-DA copolymer
was assessed using 1H-NMR spectroscopy,[53,54] (Figure S1a, Sup-
porting Information). The presence of acrylate hydrogens in our
synthesized ink was confirmed by signals observed at 5.80, 6.07,
and 6.38 ppm. These acrylate anchors make the copolymer suit-
able for DLP printing. The signal observed at 7.20 ppm corre-
sponds to the hydrogens of the N─H group in the urethane
linkage. The signals demonstrate the successful formation of
functional groups during the synthesis process illustrated in
Figure 2a.

The copolymers obtained at different polymerization times
(Rt: 15, 45, and 60 min) exhibited a multimodal molecular weight
distribution (Table S1, Supporting Information; Figure 2b). Gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements were cali-
brated using a refractive index (RI) detector and polystyrene (PS)
as a standard, providing relative values of molecular weight rather
than absolute values. One peak was observed at ≈7 kDa, which
could be attributed to a mixture of PEG-diol (Mw = 3000 g mol−1

according to information from Sigma–Aldrich; M ≈ 5000 g mol−1

according to our measurements) and PEG-diol reacted with one
or two diisocyanate molecules. The largest peak appeared at ≈40–
50 kDa, and the positions of these two peaks were relatively un-
affected by the reaction time. However, increasing the reaction
time led to the emergence of a shoulder at very high molecular
weight (>100 kDa) and a decrease in the amplitude of the peak
at 40–50 kDa, while the amplitude of the peak at 7 kDa remained
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Figure 2. Properties of DLP inks: a) two-step polymerization used for synthesis and the molecular structure of the synthesized ink; b) GPC data showing
possibility of adjusting the ink multi-modal molecular weight distribution with varying the reaction time; c) rheological properties of the inks show
increasing zero-shear viscosity with increasing the reaction time and decreasing the ink temperature; d) rheological properties of the inks synthesized
by 15 and 45 min reaction times show that adding glass increases zero-shear viscosity of the ink; e) amplitude sweep tests show hydrogel network
formation with a limit of 5% shear strain to remain in the linear viscoelastic region (𝜏 = 9); f) swelling ratio is continuously decreased by increasing the
light exposure time, after 10 min immersion; however, swelling ratio reaches to a saturation state after 24 h immersion (all samples crosslinked with
2 mW cm−2 light intensity at 400 nm wavelength).

nearly unchanged. Thus, the copolymer mixture consisted of
PEG-diol and diisocyanate-modified PEG-diol along with a high-
molecular-weight polymer whose molecular weight could be con-
trolled by varying the polymerization time. The modification with
acrylate groups was anticipated to have minimal impact on the
molecular weight of the polymer.

As expected, an increase in molecular weight (by increasing Rt)
led to higher melting temperatures (Tm: 46.6 °C, 47.1 °C, and 47.6
°C for Rt: 15, 40, and 60 min, respectively), crystallization tem-
peratures (Ts: 25 °C, 29 °C, and 35 °C for Rt: 15, 40, and 60 min,
respectively), and crystallization enthalpy (Figure S1b, Support-
ing Information). It is noteworthy that although HDI links PEG
chains together and increases molecular weight (resulting in a
weaker contribution of chain ends to entropy), the melting tem-
perature of the polymer is considerably lower than that of the
pure PEG monomer used in this work (Tm = 60 °C). This discrep-
ancy could be attributed to imperfections and hindered rotation
around chemical bonds caused by urethane groups.

We then investigated the rheological properties of water so-
lutions of the synthesized polymers with different molecular
weights as 3D printing inks (Figure 2c). For the inks synthesized
at a 15 min reaction time, the viscosity-shear rate response of the
ink solution (15 wt% polymer) exhibited near Newtonian fluid be-
havior within the measured shear rates (1–1000 s−1). As the reac-
tion time increased to 45 min, the ink solution showed an eight-
fold increase in viscosity and notable shear thinning behavior at

shear rates above 10 s−1. Shear thinning was a landmark of disen-
tanglement in polymer chains during flow, occurring when the
shear rate exceeded the reciprocal relaxation time (0.1 s), indicat-
ing a higher molecular weight at a reaction time of 45 min com-
pared to 15 min. The viscosity of the ink moderately decreased
with increasing temperature (see plot of zero shear viscosity, 𝜂,
versus 1/T in Figure S1c, Supporting Information), and the acti-
vation energy remained nearly independent of molecular weight
(EA(Rt: 15 min) = 18.5 kJ mol−1, EA(Rt: 45 min) = 19.8 kJ mol−1; Figure
S1c, Supporting Information). The viscosity of the polymer solu-
tions used as inks, at the selected concentration, remained well
below the upper limit for stereolithography 3D printing (i.e., 104

mPa · s[55,56]). Bioactive glass particles with an average diame-
ter of 4 μm were added to the polymer solution, which is an ap-
proach for simulating the light scattering influenced by cells dur-
ing DLP bioprinting.[2] The particles maintained a homogenous
distribution during DLP printing over a time scale of 30 min, at-
tributed to slow sedimentation due to adequately high viscosity
of the polymer solution. The addition of bioactive glass particles
(13 wt%) led to a considerable change in the rheological behav-
ior of the polymer solution. The viscosity at low shear rates con-
siderably increased, possibly due to interactions between parti-
cles. High shear rate resulted in shear thinning due to break of
contacts. The values of the viscosity at both low and high shear
rates remained below the limit required for stereolithography
(Figure 2d).
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Next, we studied the mechanical properties of crosslinked
and dried polymer films. To prepare the samples, the inks ob-
tained at different reaction times were mixed with 3:30 mm
Ru:SPS photoinitiator[57,58] and exposed to the low intensity light
(2 mW cm−2) by SLA 3D printer for various exposure times to
create rectangular films for tensile testing. The stress–strain re-
sponse (Figure S1d, Supporting Information) of the dried films
(oven-dried at 60 °C overnight) revealed that increasing the expo-
sure time led to an increase in the elastic modulus of the films
(E = 126, 146, and 190 MPa for texposure: 15, 30, and 45 min, re-
spectively). The elastic modulus exhibited a proportional increase
with longer light exposure times due to the higher crosslink den-
sity. Increasing the reaction time resulted in higher elongation at
break and toughness, while decreasing the elastic modulus (𝜖break
= 5% and 14%, UT = 31 and 71 J m3, E = 190 and 56 MPa for Rt
= 15 and 45 min, respectively). This behavior is commonly ob-
served, as an increase in molecular mass leads to greater elon-
gation at the break due to the increased degree of curtailment of
polymer coils (⟨R2

n⟩ = n × l2, where R is average end-to-end dis-
tance, and n and l are number and length of segments, respec-
tively). The elastic modulus decreases with increasing molecular
weight of the ink because a higher molecular weight results in a
lower number of acrylate terminal groups, which likely leads to
a lower crosslinking density after photocrosslinking; and conse-
quently, a lower elastic modulus.

Mechanical spectroscopies comprised of an amplitude sweep
and a dynamic frequency sweep were performed to characterize
the polymer network swollen in MilliQ water with a swelling de-
gree of ≈600%. In the amplitude sweep, the hydrogel was sub-
jected to 0.01–100% shear strain sweeps at a constant frequency
of 1 rad s−1 (Figure 2e). Within the range of up to 5% shear
strain, a linear viscoelastic region was observed where the storage
modulus, G′, remained independent of the applied shear strain
(Figure 2e), and G′ dominated the loss modulus, G″. Frequency
sweep experiments at a constant shear strain (0.5%) also revealed
a linear viscoelastic region across the frequency range, with G′

dominating G″ and both G′ and G″ being independent of the
applied frequency (Figure S1e, Supporting Information). These
results confirm the formation of an elastic gel network.

The swelling response of the photocrosslinked hydrogels var-
ied depending on the exposure time. Increasing the exposure
time resulted in a decrease in the swelling ratio (Figure 2f).
This can be attributed to the expected increase in crosslink den-
sity with longer exposure, leading to reduced water uptake. The
swelling response of the hydrogels was also observed to be time-
dependent (compare swelling ratios at 10 min and 24 h after im-
mersion). The dynamic of the swelling response could be effec-
tively controlled by adjusting the exposure times, allowing for
precise manipulation of the hydrogel behavior.

To create tailored geometries with the ink (Rt = 15 min) un-
der low and high light intensities, we utilized two different se-
tups: I) we used a stereolithography (SLA) printer which allowed
printing at a very low intensity light (i.e., 2 mW cm−2 at 400 nm
wavelength) and increased photocrosslinking time (≈10 min ex-
posure); as the experiments were time consuming and the opti-
mal printing parameters were not trivial; here, we needed to cal-
ibrate several parameters using a design of experiments (DOE)
methodology as will be discussed in the following paragraph; II)
we separately used a custom-built DLP printer which allowed ink

printing at a very high intensity light (700 mW cm−2 at 380 nm
wavelength). The exposure time at this high intensity was de-
creased down to 400 ms, allowing to print in very short times and
to quickly calibrate the setup. Here, we didn’t need to conduct
another DOE for calibration of the printing parameters. Instead,
we optimized the printing exposure time based on the observed
folding behavior as will be discussed under Figure S2, Support-
ing Information.

The stereolithography printer operating at a low light intensity
(2 mW cm−2 at 400 nm wavelength) was used to study the im-
pact of exposure time, dye, and glass content on the quality of
printed structures (particularly in terms of cure depth and print-
ing resolution, given that cure area ratio = 1 represents the opti-
mal printing resolution). The ink was prepared by homogenously
mixing different concentrations of the bioactive glass material
(i.e., 45S5[59]). The material was known for having a refractive
index close to that of cell membranes (n ≈ 1.34); therefore, the
glass could simulate the light scattering effects relevant to tissue
engineering applications.[26] In addition, a food dye (Ponceau 4R)
was used as a photo absorber to enhance printing resolution by
minimizing potential light scattering effects.[57] The ink solution
was subjected to a triangular light pattern, achieved by uploading
a triangular digital photomask onto the printer. To optimize the
printing conditions, a design of experiment (DOE) methodology
was employed, specifically utilizing a fractional factorial method
with a center point. This approach allowed for the reduction in
the number of experiments conducted, and a total of nine exper-
iments were carried out to determine the optimal printing con-
ditions for the triplet variables (Figure 3a).[60]

The conducted experiments provided a basis for statistical eval-
uation using MiniTab software (2D plots revealing the variation
of both cure depth and cure area are illustrated in Figure S1f,
Supporting Information). As complementary graphs for better
visualization of a part of the 2D plots, the statistical variations
of the cure depth versus exposure time, glass content, and dye
content were calculated by MiniTab and illustrated in 3D plots
in Figure S1g,h, Supporting Information. The 2D plots led to
the following conclusions. Increasing the exposure time resulted
in improved cure depth and cure area ratio (cure area ratio =
gel area/photomask area), which was potentially attributed to in-
creased penetration depth and light scattering effects (Figure S1f,
Supporting Information). Conversely, increasing the dye content
led to a decrease in both cure depth and cure area ratio, likely
due to enhanced light energy absorption by the dye. The addi-
tion of glass microparticles reduced light penetration by causing
reflection and scattering of incident light on the glass surface;
thus, reducing the cure depth. The glass particles were observed
to reflect and scatter light, redistributing it in non-illuminated ar-
eas instead of allowing it to penetrate deeper. As the light reflec-
tion from the glass surfaces increased, the cure area ratio also
increased proportionally with the glass content (Figure S1f, Sup-
porting Information). Statistical optimization using MiniTab re-
vealed that incorporating 13% glass microparticles could maxi-
mize the algebraic summation of the cure depth and the print-
ing resolution (the difference between the printed gel area and
the photomask area).[60] Triangular patterns were printed with
and without 13% glass microparticles, and their enlarged sur-
face micrographs illustrated in Figure 3b. Morphological analysis
of the swollen hydrogels showed that the incorporation of glass
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Figure 3. Role of adding bioactive microparticles to the ink: a) the design of experiments for three variable factors changing at three levels and the
measured values for two responses obtained after image analysis; b) optical micrographs of printed hydrogels at the optimized printing conditions
show formation of a more homogenous surface morphology with using the glass microparticles possibly due to increased light scattering from glass
surface (samples printed with 2 mW cm−2 intensity at 400 nm wavelength).

particles in the ink made the crosslinking associated with light
reflections from the sharp edges of the photomask pixels less visi-
ble. We observed that the light scattering effect of glass micropar-
ticles increased the homogeneity of photocrosslinked structure
by compromising the reflections from the pixel edges. It was also
observed that the addition of this amount of glass particles to the
ink did not significantly alter the elastic modulus and elongation
at break of the printed films (Figure S1–i, Supporting Informa-
tion). Therefore, it can be assumed that incorporating 13% glass
particles in the ink formulation would not significantly impact
the mechanical response of the printed hydrogels.

We investigated the time-dependent shape transformation of
crosslinked films. We found that upon immersion into water, the
film first folded quickly and strongly (see Movie S1, Supporting
Information); and then, it preserved its tubular shape for a long
period of time (observed up to 6 months) before the material
degraded. We believe that the folding phenomenon takes place
due to differential swelling of PEG segments at the molecular
scale. Apparently, each flat film consists of sections having dif-
ferent crosslinking densities; thus, having different kinetics of
swelling: an upper section that swells quickly and notably, in-
ducing immediate rolling, and a lower section that swells more
slowly, contributing to gradual swelling. According to the liter-
ature in similar self-folding hydrogel systems having gradient
crosslinking through thickness,[25] the diameter of the resulting
tube is dependent on the film’s thickness. The film thickness can
be correlated to the duration of light exposure during the printing
process (for instance the correlation is measured for SLA printer
in Figure S1–j, Supporting Information) or can be adjusted with
setting the z stage distance (as shown in the DLP printer setup
in Figure 1a). Remarkably, the tube radius remains almost un-
changed after 10 min and 24 h of immersion in water (Figure S2,
Supporting Information).

We demonstrated the fabrication of solid and porous tubu-
lar scaffolds with pH responsive properties. These scaffolds hold

great promise for various tissue regeneration applications as they
can replicate the internal diameter of the vessels, venules, and
capillaries in human organs,[24] as well as serve as artificial nerve
grafts for neuron regeneration.[27] The ink solution (synthesized
at Rt: 15 min) was mixed with LAP (0.03% w/v) and exposed to
a rectangular photomask (1.5 × 1 mm2) using a high intensity
DLP printer (≈700 mW cm−2). After washing and drying the re-
sulting flat rectangular hydrogels, they were immersed in water,
leading to a remarkable self-folding response (Figure 4a). Using
our approach, we were able to create high resolution and robust
tubular scaffolds with diameters as low as 190 ± 10 μm diame-
ter (texposure = 0.4 s, Figure 4a). We found that very short expo-
sure times (<0.3 s) were insufficient for creating robust/sturdy
structures while very long exposures (>2.5 s) led to the forma-
tion of semi-folded tubes with larger radius (Figure S2, Support-
ing Information). Intermediate times in the range 0.4 s < texposure
< 1 s were optimal to allow creation of robust and small tubu-
lar scaffolds. We hypothesized that long exposure times result in
more saturated crosslinking across the film cross sections, reduc-
ing the gradient of crosslinking through thickness that is crucial
for self-folding. Therefore, longer exposures lead to weaker fold-
ing, which aligns our observations with the hypothesis. Further,
we extended our technique to produce films with specific poros-
ity patterns (e.g., 12 square holes of 200 μm length distributed
over a 1.5 × 1 mm2; Figure S3c, Supporting Information). These
films were DLP printed, washed, dried, and immersed in PBS
to induce self-folding and form porous tubular scaffolds. Inter-
estingly, both the tube diameter and the size of the porosities
exhibited pH-responsive behavior (Figure 4b). The changes in
ion concentration associated with pH variations may cause mod-
ifications in the intermolecular forces of the hydrogel network,
thereby affecting the porosity and tube dimensions.

To demonstrate the scalability of our technique, we printed a
larger porous pattern composed of 90 porosities over a 3 × 4 mm2

surface in only 400 ms of light exposure. Upon immersion in the
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Figure 4. Tubular scaffold fabrication using PEG-PU-DA for tissue regeneration. a) Tubular scaffolds fabricated by immersing the printed patterns at
different exposure times using the high intensity DLP printer (inset 900 μm). b) Programmable porous tubular scaffolds formed by immersing the pattern
composed of 12 square holes of 200 μm length distributed on a 1.5 × 1 mm2 area and the pH sensitivity of their geometries. c) Fabrication of a more
complex porous tubular scaffold using a photomask composed of 90 square porosities distributed over a 3 × 4 mm2 surface (samples crosslinked with
700 mW cm−2 intensity at 380 nm wavelength, 400 ms).

culture media, a tubular porous scaffold of ≈1.9 ± 0.3 mm diam-
eter was created (Figure 4c). Such a biocompatible porous tubular
scaffold architecture would have been challenging, time consum-
ing, and might be clinically impossible to produce using conven-
tional fabrication techniques such as two-photo polymerization
or electrospinning and further machining processes.[61–63]

To explore the biomedical applicability of our printed scaf-
folds, we conducted several assays on biodegradability, cell attach-
ment, and cell proliferation (Figure 5a). The scaffolds exhibited a
degradability of up to 50% after 4 weeks of immersion in water
which is close to that of other PEG-based hydrogels reported in
the literature, such as four-arm-PEG.[64] This level of degradabil-
ity suggests that our scaffolds have the potential to degrade over
time in biological environments.

The biocompatibility of scaffolds was investigated by cultur-
ing MC3T3-E1 cells on the DLP printed scaffolds, both with and
without the presence of bioactive glass microparticles, for a pe-
riod of 7 days. A live/dead assay was performed, revealing around
90% cell viability (Figure 5b,c). In addition, an alamarBlue assay
was conducted, indicating an increasing cellular activity over the
7-day incubation period (Figure 5d). These results demonstrate
the compatibility of the PEG-PU-DA scaffolds with cell attach-

ment and proliferation, indicating their potential use in tissue
engineering. The strong biodegradability and cellular compati-
bility of the scaffolds further support their suitability for a wide
range of biomedical applications.

Finally, we explored the actuator and sensor applications of the
DLP printed constructs. For the actuator demonstration, a simple
rectangular structure was produced by printing two layers, each
having ≈100 μm thickness using low intensity light (2 mW cm−2,
Figure 6a). A gripper structure composed of four rectangular
blades was created by printing another set of two-layers, each hav-
ing ≈100 μm thickness using high-intensity light (700 mW cm−2,
Figure 6b). In both cases, the 2nd layer was printed with a ten-fold
higher exposure time compared to the 1st layer, and the thick-
ness of each layer was set to ≈100 μm by adjusting the z-stage.
After the DLP printed patterns were gently washed, dried, and
immersed into water, we observed a transient shape transforma-
tion in both structures. The transformation started with folding
(toward the 2nd layer) and subsequent unfolding of the structure
(Figure 6a,b). This sequential folding–unfolding is likely a result
of different kinetics of swelling between the 1st (less crosslinked)
and 2nd (more crosslinked) layers, caused by variations in their
different crosslinking densities. The different crosslinking times
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Figure 5. Biocompatibility and biodegradability studies. a) Degradation tests revealed up to 50% mass loss after 4 weeks of immersion in PBS.
b) Live–dead assay results showing above 90% viability after 7 days of culturing MC3T3-E1 cells on DLP printed films without (control) and with 13 wt%
glass beads. c) Images obtained from the cell studies after 1 day and 7 days (inset: 100 μm). d) alamarBlue assay demonstrating an increased cellular
activity/metabolism with and w/o bioactive glass after 1, 4, and 7 days of culture on PEG-PU-DA films. All samples prepared with 3:30 mm Ru:SPS
photoinitiator under 2 mW cm−2 intensity at 400 nm wavelength, 𝜏 = 9.

applied during printing lead to distinct crosslink densities, diffu-
sion rates, and relaxation times between the 1st and 2nd layers.
The time lapse images in Figure 6a,b illustrate the folding and
unfolding processes over time. The closure and opening of these
two structures occurred on different timescales, with a duration
of 600 s under low light intensity (Figure 6a) and 90 s under high
light intensity (Figure 6b). This demonstrates the versatility of the
ink formulation as it allows the creation of actuators that can re-
spond to external stimuli on a programmable timescale by utiliz-
ing different light parameters. The DLP device capability to pre-
cisely control the design parameters such as the light intensity,
exposure time, and the layers thickness enables the fabrication
of structures that exhibit programmable shape transformations
in response to humidity stimuli, opening up possibilities for var-
ious dynamic applications.

The capability of the material to act as a mechanical gripper
was evaluated by attaching a simple one-layer rectangular film
(6 mm × 18 mm × 100 μm prepared at 2 mW cm−2) to a trans-
parent glass straw and pumping humid air to perform some tasks
such as grasping, lifting, transporting, and releasing a foam ob-
ject in response to controlled changes in humidity (see Movie
S2, Supporting Information). The gripper could load an object
(≈50 mg, five times the film weight) and carried it under contin-
uous pumping of humid air (RH ∼ 90%, 10 mL s−1 flow rate). As
soon as pumping humid air was stopped, the film started to dry
out, unload the object, and return to the unfold state.

We also investigated the sensitivity of our printed films to at-
mospheric moisture. In this experiment, a dried printed film was
installed in a free-standing form on a glass Petri dish (Figure 6c).
We observed that when a finger was pointed toward the film with-
out physical contact at ≈1 cm distance, the film would fold to
escape from the humid skin surface. Water molecules present
in the surrounding atmosphere were in equilibrium with the
surfaces of the PEG-PU-DA film. The surface closer to the fin-
ger adsorbed more water molecules, creating a higher humidity
level, while the opposite surface of the film equilibrated with the
less humid atmosphere. This unbalanced distribution of water
molecules on the two sides of the film likely resulted in a gradient
of H2O distribution through the film thickness. Like a cantilever
beam, the film rapidly initiated folding in less than 1s. Once the
finger was removed, the humidity levels on both sides of the film
returned to equilibrium with the same atmosphere (Figure 6d).
Consequently, the film reversibly returned to its original stand-
ing shape, allowing for apparently unlimited consecutive folding
and unfolding cycles. In a prior publication, a comparable folding
behavior in response to skin humidity was documented within
a cellulose nanofiber-based composite film.[65] The authors pro-
posed that the strong hydrogen-bonding interactions in this poly-
mer form a continuous and highly efficient 3D network structure
for effective transport of water molecules in response to minor
variations of the atmospheric humidity. As in our polyurethane
system, isocyanate (NCO) groups exist which are known for
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Figure 6. Actuator application. a) A rectangular structure is printed with two layers using the low intensity light (2 mW cm−2 intensity at 400 nm, scale
bar: 1 mm). b) A gripper structure is printed with two layers using the high intensity light (700 mW cm−2 intensity at 380 nm wavelength, 400 ms,
scale bar: 1 mm). The structures were dried and immersed in water. Dynamic self-folding and unfolding of the structures are shown in the time-lapse.
c) PEG-PU-DA film is printed (2 mW cm−2 intensity at 400 nm, 𝜏 = 9) and installed on a glass Petri in standing form; finger was placed nearby the standing
film without physical contact (distance ≈ 1 cm) and was removed after seconds; the film reversibly showed folding/unfolding response (scale bar: 1 cm).
d) Schematic representation of the film behavior with regard to absorption/desorption of water molecules (+) from the surrounding atmosphere.

formation of robust hydrogen bonds, it can be reasonable that a
similar mechanism contributes to the observed folding behavior
in our printed films in response to variations of the atmospheric
humidity.

The dynamics of the folding behavior was dependent on the
film thickness. A film having 50 μm thickness folded over five
times faster compared to a film of ≈150 μm thickness (Movie S3,
Supporting Information). The reversible shape transformation
was bi-directional as demonstrated in the Movie S4, Supporting
Information. In addition, we extended our investigation by ex-
posing the film to an open flame for evaluating the influence of
heating at higher temperatures. Folding was not observed until

the film edge was partially melted (Movie S5, Supporting Infor-
mation).

We repeated the folding experiment by exposing a circular
printed film, 150 μm thickness, to a human hand’s palm, char-
acterized by elevated moisture and heat due to its larger surface
area compared to finger. We utilized thin gloves that could block
humidity transfer but were transparent to the body heat (33 °C
at the surface). We observed that the folding did not occur due
to the palm heat. Instead, moisture was the exclusive trigger for
the folding. The response of the film actuator was bi-directional,
meaning that by rotating the film, the folding direction was fully
reversed (see Movie S6, Supporting Information).
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The folding behavior of the film may remind us of the behav-
ior of leaves of Mimosa-Pudica, which exhibit self-folding and
unfolding responses when subjected to an external stimulus
(Figure 1b). Both Mimosa leaves and the printed films here are
escaping from an external stimulus. While the folding behavior
of Mimosa leaves has evolved over ≈90 million years through a
complex mechanism,[66,67] here, we introduced a fully synthetic
material that replicated shape transformation, apparently com-
parable to a folding leave. In the past, mostly non-synthetic (i.e.,
natural) materials such as Bacillus subtilis spores[68] and cellu-
lose fibrils[69] were utilized to build humidity actuators that could
fold like leaves. To this aim, synthetic components were mostly
utilized in the form of a mixture with natural components that
could intrinsically contribute to the transport of water molecules.
For instance, multi-material composite structures obtained from
mixing graphene oxide, carbon nanotube, and cellulose were able
to show self-folding due to skin proximity.[65] In our case, a sin-
gle synthetic ink was developed for light assisted printing of self-
foldable architectures upon exposure to atmospheric humidity
variations.

By harnessing the moisture responsiveness of the light as-
sisted printed films, we have achieved a biomimetic behavior
reminiscent of natural systems. This finding highlights the po-
tential of our synthetic material for various applications, includ-
ing adaptive structures, responsive sensors, and soft robotics,
where reversible shape changes in response to environmental
stimuli are desired.

3. Conclusion

In this study, we synthesized hydrophilic poly (ethylene-glycol)-
based polyurethane copolymers and formulated an ink for light
assisted printing. The printed synthetic material enables self-
folding capacity upon exposure to humidity. By adjusting the
copolymerization reaction time, we achieved a tunable bimodal
molecular weight distribution, allowing us to customize the prop-
erties of the printed constructs. The incorporation of bioactive
glass microparticles into the ink formulation improved resolu-
tion and preserved biocompatibility of DLP printed constructs.
The versatility of DLP printing was demonstrated by creating
complex structures. Tubular scaffolds with a programmed poros-
ity pattern were built to serve as tissue scaffolds. The scaf-
folds exhibited around 90% cell viability and a clinically relevant
biodegradability rate (≈50% mass loss after 4 weeks) which were
ideal for tissue engineering applications. We showcased the dy-
namic capabilities of the printed constructs by creating grippers
and film actuators. These structures demonstrated time depen-
dent transformations in response to changes in environmental
humidity. The capability of the material to act as a mechani-
cal gripper was shown by lifting, transporting, and releasing a
foam object ≈five times the film weight in response to controlled
changes in humidity. The printed film functioned like a humidity
actuator and folded upon proximity to skin. The programmable
nature of the transformations, controlled by exposure time, light
intensity, and the film thickness highlights the versatility of our
ink to fabricate moisture-responsive smart materials. This offers
exciting opportunities for developing adaptive materials and de-
vices which function selectively based on the variations of the
humidity of the environment. The developed synthetic ink estab-

lishes a foundation for future breakthroughs in tissue engineer-
ing and actuator design.

4. Experimental Section
Materials: Isopropanol (IPA) was used as a washing reagent. 1,6-

hexamethylenediisocyanate (HDI) was used as a crosslinker, hydroxylethy-
lacrylate (HEA) was used as a photocrosslinking agent, polyethylene-glycol
(PEG) was used as a monomer, dibutyltindilaurate (DBTDL) was used
as a catalyst, Comarin 6 was used as a florescent dye, Ponceau 4R food
dye was used as a photo-absorber, lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethyl-benzoyl-
phosphinate (LAP) and ruthenium:sodium-persulfate (Ru:SPS) were used
as photoinitiators, and dimethylformamide (DMF) was used during syn-
thesis as received from Sigma–Aldrich, Germany.

Synthesis of PEG-PU-DA Copolymers: Photocrosslinkable PEG-
polyurethane (PU) copolymers have been synthesized through two
step polymerization technique (Figure 2a). Before starting the reaction,
predetermined amount of solid PEGs was added in a three neck flask and
dissolved in DMF at 80 °C. Then, the solution was placed at 80 °C under
continuous N2 flow for 3 h to remove the traces of moisture. In the 1st
step, pre-calculated amount of hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI) was
added in the PEG solution dropwise, maintaining the HDI:PEG molar
ratio 2:1. After a predetermined reaction time, “Rt,” hydroxyethyl acrylate
(HEA) was added in the reaction mixture dropwise keeping the PEG:HEA
molar ratio 2:1 to anchor acrylate groups to both ends of the linear chain.
The solution was stirred overnight at 80 °C under inert atmosphere
to achieve full conversion. To improve the conversion rate, 0.1 mL of
1 wt% catalyst (dibutyltin dilaurate, DBTDL) in toluene was added to the
solution. Then, the aliquot was stored in a dark and sealed container.
Some of the aliquot was dried under a reduced pressure at 60 °C for
further analysis.

Preparation of PEG-PU-DA Inks: For printing, the ink, photo-initiator,
and additives such as photo absorber, microparticles, and fluorescent ad-
ditives were dissolved in a selective solvent such as Milli-Q water as de-
scribed in following. The ink was prepared by mixing 500 μL of the synthe-
sized PEG-PU-DA (having 15 wt% copolymer), with 500 μL Milli-Q water,
stirring for 5 min till reaching a transparent homogenous solution of low
viscosity (<5 Pa.s), which hereinafter will be called “PEG-PU-DA” ink. The
ink was mixed with a photo-initiator (PI). One of the following photoinitia-
tors (PIs) was selected for each of the two 3D-printer setups used in this
research: either LAP was used for printing the ink with a custom-built DLP
printer that allowed printing at a very high intensity light (700 mW cm−2

at the peak wavelength 380 nm) or Ru:SPS for preparing the ink with the
3D printer that allowed printing at a low intensity light (2 mW cm−2 at the
peak wavelength 400 nm). LAP stock solution was prepared by dissolving
10 mg LAP in 1 mL Milli-Q water followed by sonication for 20 min. For
Ru:SPS, the standard protocol from AdvancedBiomatrix was utilized.[57]

Briefly, 30 μL of the Ru stock solution was added to 1 mL of the prepared
solution of PEG-PU-DA and Milli-Q water, stirred for 5 min; then, the same
amount of SPS stock solution was added to the solution and stirred for 5
min; the ink then stored in cold and dark conditions for printing. Coumarin
6 (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was used for fluorescent imaging and
the results were converted to the red channel by ImageJ for better visibil-
ity. Coumarin 6 stock solution was prepared at a concentration of 20 mm
in reagent ethyl alcohol (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). 30 μL of the stock
solution was added to the mixture and stirred for 5 min before printing.
To prepare the ink including, for example, 13% additives such as glass
particles (or dye particles), 13 mg of the additive particles was added per
100 mg of the copolymer. 1 mL of the synthesized ink was equivalent to
≈150 mg of copolymer after being dried under vacuum (10 mbar, 60 °C)
overnight.

GPC: Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measurement was per-
formed on an instrument having a SDV linear XL gel column (particle size
= 5 μm) with separation range from 100 to 3 000 000 Da (PSS, Mainz,
Germany) together with a refractive index detector (1200 Series, Agilent
Technologies). CHCl3 (HPLC grade) was used as solvent (for dissolving
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polymer and as eluting solvent) with a flow rate of 0.5 mL min−1 at room
temperature. As internal standard, toluene (HPLC grade) was used. The
calibration was done with narrowly distributed polystyrene (PS) homo-
polymers (PSS calibration kit). An injection volume of 20 μL was used
for the measurements. The sample was dissolved in CHCl3 and filtered
through a 0.22 μm PTFE filter before analysis. Mn, Mw, and PDI were cal-
culated from the raw data according to the established method.

Rheology: Rheological studies were performed to determine viscos-
ity (mPa.s) and shear stress (Pa) at a particular shear rate (s−1). Studies
were conducted using an Anton Paar rheometer with 50 mm parallel plate
geometry, humidity control, and temperature control modules. A gap of
500 μm was used and the viscosity for each sample was evaluated using a
steady state flow procedure. The shear rate was increased in a logarithmic
progression for all inks. The device default algorithm was used to calcu-
late the number of points per decade for recording the data at different
temperatures.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC): DSC analysis of the dried ink
samples before cross-linking, and crosslinked samples without glass and
with glass microparticles were conducted using a DSC3 (Mettler Toledo,
USA) under a nitrogen atmosphere. Crosslinked samples washed with
ethanol before drying. Samples were dried in a vacuum oven at 10 mbar,
60 °C, overnight; then, were inserted to aluminum crucibles (≈7 mg per
crucible) and subjected to a three-step thermal cycle: first heated from
25 °C to 100 °C to remove prior history of the copolymer; then, cooled
from 100 °C to −70 °C (2nd cycle), and finally heated again from −70 °C to
100 °C (3rd cycle). All thermal cycles were performed at a heating/cooling
rate of 10 °C min−1.

Tensile Tests: Tensile tests were performed under Anton–Paar as well
as G2-TA DMA testing machine. Three replicates of rectangular samples
(10 × 5 × 0.5 mm3) were exposed to uniaxial tensile deformation at a
constant rate of 1 mm min−1, and best representatives were illustrated.

DLP 3D Printing at High Intensity Light: PEG-PU-DA ink was printed
with our custom-built DLP 3D printer.[70] The DLP 3D printer was com-
posed of a high precision linear stage (Newport Corp., Irvine, CA), a digital
micro-mirror (DMD, Texas Instrument, Dallas. TX) with a lamp (Visitech;
Wetzlar, Germany) of LED type working at high intensity (700 mW cm−2,
380 nm wavelength) in the focal length. The printer had bi-axial movement
in x–y direction controlled by a stepper motor synced by an Arduino UNO,
and the z-axis was controlled by high precision linear stage. The entire
printing sequence was controlled by an in-house made LabVIEW program.
To print samples, predefined steps were followed. First, a computer-aided
design (CAD) model was generated and sliced layer-by-layer. PEG-PU-DA
was kept on a UV-Grade Petri dish (Soda Lime, Corning, NY), and consec-
utive printing layer-by-layer was performed by sequential action of z-axis
stage and light exposure. The printer followed bottom-up approach for
printing. To allow detaching each crosslinked layer, a thin layer of poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was applied to the glass substrate by applying
spin coating (at a speed of ≈100 rpm). In the case of single layer print-
ing, the thickness of the printed sample was limited by controlling the gap
between the build platform (replaceable glass slide) and the substrate.

SLA 3D Printing at Low Intensity Light: Inks were mixed with 3:30 mm
Ru:SPS photo initiator, different dye, and glass content; then, were exposed
to low intensity light (2 mW cm−2 at 400 nm, Wanhao-Duplicator 7) for dif-
ferent exposure times according to the fractional factorial method. Optical
microscopy images (top-view) and angle goniometer images (side-view)
taken from the printed samples were used to measure the printed area and
the cure depth, respectively (Figure 3a). Statistical analysis of the results
was performed by MiniTab software. The optimal printing condition was
defined to simultaneously maximize the cure depth and minimize the ab-
solute value of the difference between the cure/printed area and the target
photomask area (i.e., 1.2 mm2). This target function was called “compos-
ite desirability” and illustrated in Figure S1f, Supporting Information.

Characterization of Folding: Rectangular samples (1.5 × 1 mm; length
× width) of thickness 100 ± 20 μm were fabricated at different light expo-
sure times (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 s) upon a single step crosslinking
(Figure 4a; Figure S2, Supporting Information). The thickness of the sam-
ples was controlled by limiting the cure depth by keeping the substrate
and the build platform at a gap around 100 μm. The crosslinked samples

were dried in a vacuum oven (60 °C overnight) and immersed in water.
The samples were imaged using florescent microscope (Nikon, Melville,
NY) and analyzed using ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD). Folding
behavior was analyzed at different exposure times (1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, and
10 s). The single-layer samples were then washed with IPA, dried
overnight, and the folding experiments were conducted by submerging
the dried samples in water. Folded samples were observed 10 min and
24 h after folding to check the folding dynamics and the stability of the
programmed geometries. Succeeding the single step crosslinking, a two-
step crosslinking approach was implemented to evaluate the folding be-
havior in multi-layer samples of different crosslinking at each layer. Differ-
ent crosslinking density per layer was programmed by selecting different
exposure time on each layer. The initial layer was printed at 0.4 s exposure
time whereas the second layer was printed with a tenfold exposure time. All
samples were printed on a non-coated glass slide. Printed samples were
washed with IPA to remove the uncured resin and dried overnight; then,
submerged in DI water for further observation of their folding dynamics.

Evaluation of Resolution: Subsequently after folding characterization,
an optimal folding at a specific exposure time (i.e., 0.4 s) was obtained
and was used to perform resolution analysis. An increasing pixelated bar
pattern (Figure S3a, Supporting Information) was applied to study the res-
olution for the material in the authors’ custom-built DLP printer. The pat-
tern was arranged in a way that the width of each pattern exceeded the
preceding pattern by one-pixel (theoretically for the DMD device; 1 pixel ≡

7.5 microns); similar increment was set for space between patterns. For
example, as shown in extended view (Figure S3–a, Supporting Informa-
tion), the initial pattern was “x” pixel; then, for another pattern, a gap of
“x” pixel was maintained; and, the next pattern was made of “x+1” pixels.
The sample underwent one-step crosslinking and was washed with IPA.
The samples were imaged using a fluorescent microscope and analyzed
using ImageJ.

Studying the Effect of pH: The effect of pH on folding behavior of
printed samples was analyzed by regulating the pH of submerging so-
lutions. Rectangular samples (3.45 × 2.3 mm; length × width) with 12
equidistance square holes of 250 μm length were fabricated, making the
profile symmetric in either direction (Figure S3-c-i-ii, Supporting Informa-
tion). The pH of folding media was increased by adding sodium hydroxide
in DI water, whereas the pH was decreased by adding acetic acid in DI wa-
ter. For acidic solution, pH of solution was maintained at pH ≈ 2; for basic,
it was set to pH ≈ 11; and for neutral, it was set to pH ≈ 7 using litmus pa-
pers. Same samples were printed, dried overnight, and submerged in the
above solutions in a sequence: first into pH ≈ 2; then, pH ≈ 7; and later,
pH ≈ 11 for 10 min. The samples were imaged and analyzed with ImageJ
to figure out the influence of pH on the diameter of the formed tubes and
their pore size.

Cell Culture Studies: MC3T3-E1 cells (with passage number below 7)
was cultured on the printed scaffold. The printed scaffolds were fixed in
the cell crowns (Scaffdex CellCrown inserts) and were washed with 70%
ethanol and PBS before being sterilized with UV light under the bench for
30 min. To increase the cell adhesion on the scaffolds, they were coated
with sterilized 20% collagen type IV solution in PBS for 1 min. Cell suspen-
sion of density 60 000 cells cm−2 was seeded on the scaffold and incubated
for 1 h for an initial cell attachment. MC3T3-E1 cell line was cultured in the
medium made of minimum essential medium (𝛼-MEM) containing 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% Pen/Strep. The culture medium was re-
freshed every 3 days.

Live/Dead Assay: Viability of MC3T3-E1 cells on the printed scaffolds
was measured using Live–Dead assay at the time points: 1, 4, and 7 days
after the culture. A cell staining solution containing 1 μL of Calcein AM
(Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher) and 4 μL of Ethidium Homodimer-1 (EthD-
1, Thermo Fisher) was prepared in 2 mL PBS, and the samples were
covered with staining solution and incubated at room temperature for
20 min. Imaging of the samples was done using fluorescence microscopy
(Nikon Ti2, Japan). The cell viability was analyzed by counting the num-
ber of live and dead cells in four different images using ImageJ, divid-
ing the number of live cells to accumulative number of live and dead
cells per image and drawing the average viability values and the standard
deviations.
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Cell Metabolic Activity: The proliferation rate of MC3T3-E1 cells cul-
tured on the printed scaffolds was measured using alamarBlue assay at
the time points of 4 and 7 days after culture. 10% of alamarBlue solution
was added to the scaffolds with 500 μL of MC3T3-E1 cell culture medium.
The samples were incubated at 37 °C for ≈4 h. In order to avoid gradient
formation, samples were gently rocked back and forth each 30 min. After
incubation, the solution was collected from each sample and was kept on
ice in the dark condition to stop the reaction. 100 μL of the aliquots was
transferred to a 96-well plate to measure the fluorescence using a plate
reader (BertholdTech TriStar2S, Germany) at an excitation wavelength of
535 nm and an emission wavelength of 590 nm. 10% alamarBlue in media
without the cells and completely reduced alamarBlue were used as nega-
tive and positive control, respectively.

Degradation Tests: To study the degradation of the PEG-based mate-
rial, the samples were immersed in DPBS solution at 37 °C and monitored
at 1, 2, 3, and 4-week intervals. The DPBS solution was changed every
2 days and remained at a steady pH of 7 throughout the process. Degra-
dation was carried out on 6-well plates, with each sample consisting of 5 ×
10 mm dimension. To ensure accuracy, three replicates were performed for
each sample. Following immersion, the samples were washed with Mili-Q
water and freeze-dried before being measured. Mass loss was calculated
using the following equation: Mass loss (%) = ([Initial Mass – Final Mass
after time interval]/Initial Mass) × 100%. The degradation process was
carried out in a stationary incubator.
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